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Rollie would definitely need the entire frame for frames 139 (first limousine frame), 303, and 309.  I am sure it 

would be highly desireable (although not essential) for frame 312, since without showing the entire frame, 

there is no context for what one would be showing between the sprocket holes.Many frames show the 

"double motorcycle fender" between the sprocket holes, namely, frames 310 through 332.  Frame 312 is one 

frame PRIOR TO the head explosion (which is 313), so I do not understand why you think he would be 

"extrememly reluctant" to allow this.  I suggested frame 312 to Rollie because it simply shows the President 

slumping over, and no wound whatsoever on his head, and is a frame of reference quite familiar to many 

researchers.  Frames 310 and 311 look the same, except that the fender is less evident.  The fender is more 

evident in successive frames where, unfortunately, there is a gory head wound evident (e.g., frames 320-323 

and 326-330), which is why I chose the rather innocuous 312 to propose to Rollie.So, to recap, Rollie would 

not need to show the entire frame, perhaps just the intersprocket area, and one half of the projected 

frame...but if he doesn't show the entire frame, there is no way to verify independently that the frame is the 

number he says it is.This frame (312) seems quite innocuous to me, and has been published in many books, 

and used in many T.V. documentaries, with the permission of LMH Co.  If you would like, I can cite them for 

you. To:	Douglas Horne/ARRBcc:	From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	05/27/98 04:15:20 PMSubject: 	Re: 

Zavada and ZapruderAm I correct in assuming that, for the Second Shoot, he needs to shoot the entire frame 

(and inter-sprocket images) rather than the portions of the images that you identified.  Is this correct?Based 

upon my conversation with Jamie, I presume that he will be extremely reluctant to allow re-publication of a 

detailed copy of 312 -- and perhaps the others as well.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	Tracy 

Shycoff/ARRBFrom:	Douglas Horne/ARRBDate:	05/27/98 02:52:53 PMSubject: 	Re: Zavada and ZapruderI 

just spoke with Rollie about the questions you raised in the attached e-mail.He confirmed that he is not a 

government consultant or employee, but is doing this work for Eastman Kodak, his previous employer.  Kodak 

will not be profiting on the results of his work; all of Rollie's work is being done for research purposes only.  He 

has approached questions raised over the years by researchers out of objective scientific curiosity, and was 

selected by Kodak because he was (and still is) their pre-eminent expert in 8 mm films.--------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I proposed to him, and 

he accepted, the following tentative travel schedule:Depart Rochester by Air July 8th in the afternoon, 

enroute Washington/Reagan National;Stay overnight in a Crystal City hotel P.M. July 8th;Conduct 

examinations at NARA on July 9th (a Thursday, and the day after a two-day Board meeting).  I told him he 
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